Tour route planning is hot research issue of smart tourism and tourism GIS. Reasonable tour route can help tourists get best motive benefit satisfaction. According to common tour route planning method and existing problems, smart tour route planning algorithm based on clustering center motive iteration search is brought forward in the study. Tourist sight data set and subset are set up and interest tourist sight empty vector is formed to store optimal interest tourist sight. Based on individual needs, tourist's temporary accommodation in the downtown is set as clustering center to build optimal tourist sight extracting algorithm. Motive iteration interval and sub-interval are defined to build one-way shortest path algorithm to output shortest path between clustering center and tourist sight and between two tourist sights. Combining with positive and negative motive benefit impact factors, sub motive iteration values and motive iteration values are formed by iteration functions. Then descending order complete binary tree is generated to output and store motive iteration values and the optimal closed-loop structure with tour route, meanwhile, sub-optimal closedloop structures with tour routes are also output. Experiment is designed and performed, sample tourists are selected to provide interest needs, and optimal tourist sight generation tree, all closed-loop structures and motive iteration values are obtained. Experiment indicates that the algorithm can solve problems of common tour route planning, meet the individual needs of tourists and provide them with optimal tourist sights and route to get best motive benefits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tour route planning is hot research issue of tourism GIS in smart tourism. Before visiting an unfamiliar city, tourists usually make a schedule for the whole trip, in which tour route planning is necessary. Reasonable route can provide tourists with best motive benefit satisfaction when visiting and travelling between tourists sights, and the experience from the whole trip will influence the subjective comment on the tourism city and its supporting service, which will in some extent indirectly influence follow-up tourists' decision on planning. Currently, tour route planning mainly depends on autonomous way and travel agency commodity. The first
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Liang-Bi Chen . method, tourists usually buy books, magazines or surf Internet to get tourism information of a city and tourist sights. By analyzing and studying the information of tourist sight introduction, recommendation, proposal and tourists comments, they make subjective decision on the tour route planning. The second method, tourists passively accept finite kinds of tour routes provided by travel agency and pay for the selected one [1] - [3] . As to the aim of increasing tourists' satisfaction, researchers have done much work on tour route planning algorithm, which mainly focus on using smart algorithm to develop the shortest path by connecting all tourist sights. This method tries to help tourists visit all tourist sights in the shortest path within limit time [4] .
However, traditional tour route planning methods and the planning algorithms brought forward by researchers have VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ unavoidable problems. On the aspect of traditional methods, as to the first method, since tourists are unfamiliar with the tourism city, when planning the trip, they only consider the information obtained from books, magazines and Internet, thus the route planned has strong subjectivity, which may not be the best one. Without sufficient knowledge on tourist sight distribution, GIS service and traffic service, tourist sights selected may not conform to the schedule on the aspect of territory and time. Meanwhile, tourism book compiling, fabricating information on the Internet and tourists' plentiful comments themselves have strong subjectivity, which will disturb the judgement of tourists on the route schedule [5] - [7] . As to the second method, firstly, tour routes provided by travel agency are limited, which usually contain the hottest and most typical tourist sights with highest Internet comments and neglect relative low attraction ones, but the neglected ones may meet some tourists' favorite interest. Secondly, tour route provided by travel agency cannot meet all tourists' needs as some tourists may not be interested in certain one or some tourist sights in the trip, but they have to pay for it, which will greatly decrease the satisfaction during the whole trip. Travel agency aims to sell tourism product, the tour route may not be worthy of tourists' purchase. On the aspect of researchers' work, Firstly, connecting all tourist sights to visit all of them in the shortest path within limit time is mechanical, which do not consider tourists' individual interests and needs as well as their time and vigour. Usually, tourists will not visit all the tourist sights of one city since it may have hundreds of tourist sights. Secondly, temporary accommodation is not considered. Usually, temporary accommodation will be confirmed before the trip or on the trip, which means the relative location relationship between the starting point and termination point to all tourist sights will change with the temporary accommodation location. As to the same tourist's same needs, many algorithms do not consider the problem of how to avoid taking far tourist sight while neglecting nearby one. It should be solved by selecting nearby tourist sights within the neighborhood of temporary accommodation. Thirdly, factors to influence tourists' motive benefit are not limited to one factor of ferry distance. Tour route planning should combining with multiple critical factors influencing motive benefits to ensure the route to meet actual tourism process and finally help tourists get best motive benefit. According to the analysis, improving and promoting tourists satisfaction on tour route as much as possible is the aim of tour route planning [8] - [11] . In order to solve the problems, smart tour route planning algorithm based on clustering center motive iteration search is brought forward in the study. The aim of the algorithm is to provide individualized and precise tour route for tourists and satisfy tourists' motive benefits. The main research questions and contents include interest tourist sight extracting algorithm, one-way shortest distance algorithm, optimal tour route planning algorithm and experiment verification. Firstly, according to tourists' individual needs, optimal interest tourist sight extracting algorithm searches tourist sights which best match tourists' needs. The critical thought of the algorithm is to gather tourist sights in the neighborhood of temporary accommodation clustering center into clusters. Search method is used to traverse all sights around the center to extract least cost and best motive benefit ones, in which way all tourist sights are traversed and considered. By using this method, uninterested tourist sights can be neglected. Secondly, the algorithm considers tourists' time schedule and vigour situation, takes one day trip as basic research unit and confines the extracting tourist sights in finite quantity. In the aspect of distribution, extracted tourist sights are centralized to avoid tourists' fatigue. Based on one-way shortest path algorithm, multiple factors are combined, including positive factors to increase motive benefit and negative factors to decrease motive benefit. Optimal route search method is used to iterate all feasible routes. Considering the autonomy of tourists, sub optimal routes are also provided for tourists to ensure diversity and humanization.
Main structure, research contents and research methods include the following issues.
The First Section: Introduction. The problems of current tour route planning and bring forward a new thought to set up smart tour route planning algorithm based on clustering center motive iteration search, whose aim is to meet tourists' individual needs and try to decrease cost while get best motive benefit.
The Second Section: Optimal tourist sight extracting model based on tourists' individualized needs. The aim of the section is to design and develop optimal tourist sight extracting algorithm, which includes city tourist sight data set modeling, interest tourist sight basic vector modeling and optimal tourist sight extracting algorithm modeling. Via tourist sight features, tourist sight data set and subset are formed. According to tourists' time schedule and interests, interest tourist sight empty vector is set up to store extracted optimal tourist sights. Temporary accommodation is set as clustering center to gather neighbourhood tourist sights into clusters and search optimal tourist sights which best meet tourists' individualized needs with optimal distribution location. The aim of setting up tourist sight data set, subsets and database is to store tourist sight data in text format which is convenient for algorithm extracting. The aim of considering temporary accommodation is that the temporary accommodation is the first destination for tourists when they arrive at the city, and it is also the starting point of the whole trip, whose location is stochastic. Thus it should be the first factor for setting up the algorithm. The mode of searching optimal tourist sights starting from temporary accommodation conforms to the tour reality.
The Third Section: Optimal tour route planning algorithm based on the extracted optimal tourist sights. This section includes one-way shortest distance algorithm and optimal tour route planning algorithm based on motive benefit influence factors. Concepts of motive interval, sub motive interval, sub motive iteration value, motive iteration value, motive iteration sub interval function and motive iteration interval function, etc, are defined. Via tour sequence of tourist sights, one-way shortest path algorithm is set up and shortest ferry distance between two sights is iterated. The algorithm combines positive and negative factors which influence motive benefit in the whole trip and iterates different motive iteration values within each closed-loop structure. Descending order complete binary tree is generated to store motive iteration values and output visual tree structures. At the top of the tree, parent node and first class child nodes are related to optimal route and sub optimal routes. The aim of designing one-way shortest distance algorithm is to generate influence factor of ferry distance and compare it with ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm. Optimal tour route planning algorithm is the core of the paper. The aim of combining with influence factors is to solve the problems of current tour route planning.
The Fourth Section: Sample and experiment. This section includes sample experiment and result data analysis. Specific study area is confirmed and sample data is collected. Basic data include tourist sight location information, comprehensive attractiveness index, city GIS service data and traffic service data, etc. Different interests data of sample tourists is set as initial data, ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and algorithm set up in the paper are used in the experiment to output optimal and sub optimal tour routes corresponding to each tourist's individual needs, and experiment data is analyzed. The aim of using ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm as control methods is to study the difference and verify the advantage of the algorithm set up in the paper.
The Fifth Section: Conclusions. The study contents and results are concluded, which include research questions solving, academic implications, imitations of the paper and future studies and recommendations.
II. OPTIMAL TOURIST SIGHT EXTRACTING MODEL BASED ON TOURIST INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
Tourists should make tour route plan before travelling, and they chiefly concern the issue of how to use the least time and cost to get the best motive benefit and satisfaction. The critical thought of algorithm design is to meet tourists' individual needs, including two parts, one is to recommend tourist sights to match tourists' interests, the other is to provide the optimal tour route [12]- [16] . On the aspect of tourist sight extracting, when tourists are unfamiliar with urban tourist sights and require smart machine to automatically recommend tourist sights and tour routes, they usually provide interest tourist sight classification and quantity to be visited according to time schedule and cost. Thus, smart machine should classify urban tourist sights.
A. URBAN TOURIST SIGHT DATA SET MODELING
Smart machine stores urban tourist sight information into database. Tourist sight set, tourist sight subset, tourist sight meta data are defined. Tourist sight set content, tourist sight subset quantity, tourist sight subset content and tourist sight meta data are set to build urban tourist sight data set model. This model is the basic data source for smart machine to automatically extract optimal tourist sights according to tourists' individual needs. Here is the first group of definitions and parameters.
Def 1-(a) Smart machine tourist sight data set T . The data set formed by all tourist sights stored in the smart machine database for extracting interest optimal ones for tourists when they make tour route plan is defined as smart machine tourist sight data set T .
Def 1-(b) Smart machine tourist sight data subset T i . All the stored tourist sights in set T are classified into c classifications which are non-empty and mutually exclusive, each classification group is defined as smart machine tourist sight data subset T i and it meets Formula (1) . Symbol c is the quantity of tourist sight data subset, which is determined by the classification of city tourist sight. Formula (1) is the relationship of tourist sight data subsets. The union of c tourist sight data subsets T i is tourist sight data set T . The intersection of arbitrary two tourist sight data subsets is null set, that is, the classification of tourist sight contained in arbitrary two subsets are different. Symbol T ¬i stands for another tourist sight data subset other than T i . Symbol Z + stands for the mathematics symbol of positive integer.
Def 1-(c) Smart machine tourist sight meta data t ij . Each tourist sight stored in smart machine tourist sight data subset T i is defined as smart machine tourist sight meta data t ij .
The quantity of urban tourist sights stored in set T is n. The quantity of tourist sights of T i is n i . Thus tourist meta data meets Formula (2) . Formula (2) stands for the sum of all tourist sight quantity in c tourist sight data subsets T i .
Before automatically recommending tourist sights and planning tour route, smart machine should read data from data source. Proper data storage format is the key for smart machine to search tourist sight and plan tour route. Urban tourist sight, GIS service data and traffic service data have the features of structure complexity, multiple dimension, independence and relevance. Thus, smart machine uses database to store and classify tourist sight data. Tourist sight first level storage database and second level storage database are set up. Here is the second group of definitions.
Def 2-(a) Tourist sight first level storage database T i . Based on tourist sight data source, tourist sight meta data is stored in database table, and each meta data is coded. This database is defined as tourist sight first level storage database T i , as Formula (3) shows, in which database T i is first level database. Formula (3) is the visualized representation of tourist sight data set T , which includes subsets T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T c . and each subset includes tourist sight data t ij .
Through the mode of tourist sight first level storage database, smart machine can search code and storage address of tourist sight meta data from relative database according to tourists' individual interests. As each tourist sight meta data is the sample to be extracted from database, its feature information is the key to build tourist sight extracting algorithm model. Thus, each tourist sight meta data will be stored in database table as independent vector and occupies one database space.
Def 2-(b) Tourist sight second level storage database t ij . The database space for independent vector formed by tourist sight meta data feature information is the basic unit to calculate iteration value, and this unit is defined as tourist sight second level storage database t ij .
Urban tourist sights accessibility is determined by GIS service and traffic service level, which will directly influence the ferry efficiency of tourists between temporary accommodation and tourist sights, and finally influence motive benefit satisfaction. Thus, tourist sight, GIS service information and traffic service information are feature information of tourist sight meta data [17] - [23] . The database unit to store feature information is the tourist sight second level storage database t ij . Feature information has positive or negative influence on tourists' whole trip, they will increase or decrease motive benefit satisfaction. Symbol k in the following definitions stands for the sequence number for one certain influence factor, and k ∈ (0, 5] ⊂ Z + .
Def 2-(c) Motive benefit positive influence factor p ik . In the ferry process from temporary accommodation to tourist sights or between two tourist sights, the factors caused by feature information of tourist sight, GIS service information and traffic service information to increase motive benefit are defined as motive benefit positive influence factor p ik . Positive factors include the ferry distance from temporary accommodation to tourist sight(km), ferry distance between two tourist sights(km), quantity of public bus and subway transportation in ferry interval, taxi fee in ferry interval, traffic jam index.
Def 2-(d) Motive benefit negative influence factor q ik . In the ferry process from temporary accommodation to tourist sights or between two tourist sights, the factors caused by feature information of tourist sight, GIS service information and traffic service information to decrease motive benefit are defined as motive benefit negative influence factor q ik .
Related to positive factors, negative factors include quantity of traffic lights from temporary accommodation to tourist sight, quantity of traffic lights between two tourist sights, average walking distance from starting point to bus or subway station(km), average waiting time of taxi(h), quantity of the average traffic jam road. Temporary accommodation is defined as the hotel, guesthouse, apartment, etc.for tourists to live in for a short time during the whole trip. Starting point is defined as tourist's current location before he starts to travel, it can be the temporary accommodation or certain tourist sight. According to definition, motive benefit positive and negative influence factors are defined and stored in text format with multiple elements, symbol ''+'' stands for positive and symbol ''−'' stands for negative. p ik and q ik meets i ∈ (0, c] ⊂ Z + , k ∈ (0, 5] ⊂ Z + . And text format is < factor, relationship, algorithm, property >.
Lambda λ 1 and λ 2 stand for the factor of distance, and they are positive real number, and their unit is kilometer. λ 3 is the sum of public bus line and subway line, and it is positive integer. λ 4 is taxi fee, and it is positive real number. λ 5 is traffic jam index, and it is positive real number. The higher the λ 5 value is, the much easier the road will be jammed, the less and weaker it will contributes to the generation of motive iteration value. Thus the algorithm for p i5 is 1 − λ 5 , that is, the higher the λ 5 value is, the lower iteration value result via 1 − λ 5 will be. δ 1 and δ 2 stand for the number of traffic light, and they are positive integer. δ 3 stands for the distance from starting point to bus station or subway station, and it is positive real number, and its unit is kilometer. δ 4 stands for the average waiting time of tourist taking taxi, and it is positive real number, and its unit is hour. δ 5 stands for the sum of traffic jam road, and it is positive integer. R + is mathematics symbol of positive real number. In each symbol algorithm, 0.1 and −0.01 are set parameter values, whose aim is to standardize all positive influence factors into interval (0,1) and all negative influence factors into (−1,0) and ensure that all factors have the same impact on algorithm iteration process. < Po.1: < p i1 ,temporary accommodation → tourist sight ferry distance λ 1 (km, λ 1 ∈ R + ), λ −1 1 , ''+''> Ne.1:< q i1 , temporary accommodation → tourist sight quantity of traffic lights δ 1 (δ 1 ∈ Z + ), −0.01δ 1 , ''−'' < Po.2:< p i2 , tourist sight → next tourist sight ferry distance λ 2 (km, λ 2 ∈ R + ), λ −1 2 , ''+''> Ne.2 : < q i2 , tourist sight → next tourist sight quantity of traffic lights δ 2 (δ 2 ∈ Z + ), −0.01δ 2 ,''−'' < Po.3 : < p i3 , quantity of bus and quantity of subway line λ 3 (λ 3 ∈ Z + ), 0.1λ 3 ,''+''> Ne. 3 : < q i3 , distance from starting point to bus station or subway station δ 3 (km, according to coded order corresponding to tourist sight meta data, as shown in Formula (4) . Each tourist sight meta data has unique feature information, including longitude and latitude location of starting point. Formula (4) is the visualized representation for database t ij , including positive influence factors p ik , negative influence factors q ik , longitude l, latitude B and tourist sight attraction index a.
According to definition, first level database T i can be defined as matrix with row and column. Matrix row is tourist sight meta data, column is feature information of tourist sight meta data, including location, positive factor p ik , negative factor q ik and other factors. The dimension of first level database matrix T i is (2k + 3) × n i . Second level database t ij can be defined as one dimension vector, whose capacity is 2k + 3. 2k + 3 represents that the whole row of matrix T i is composed of k rows of positive influence factors, k rows of negative influence factors, 1 row of longitude data, 1 row of latitude data and 1 row of tourist sight attraction index, there are 2k + 3 rows in total.
B. INTEREST TOURIST SIGHT VECTOR MODELING
When tourists turn to smart machine for help to get tour route, if he is unfamiliar with the city and tourist sights, he should input interest tourist sight classification and quantity of tourist sights to be visited [24] - [27] . Input data is stored as text format. Set quantity of interest tourist sight classification selected by tourist is T total , T total ∈ (0, c] ⊂ Z + . The quantity of selected tourist sights in subset T i is m i . Thus the total quantity of selected tourist sights to be visited is m, as shown in Formula (5) .
Take one-day urban trip as study object. The tourist sights to be visited in one day should be typical and meet tourists' individual needs and interests. Considering time schedule and tourists' cost and vigour, the total quantity of interest tourist sights to be visited should not exceed 5, m ∈ (0, 5] ⊂ Z + . The process for tourists to input tourist sight classification and quantity is as follow. The algorithm starts from T 1 and end with T c .
Step 1: Select interest tourist sight data subset. Tourists confirm certain interest tourist sight data subset T i of set T according to their individual needs and interests.
Step 2: Confirm quantity of meta data in each subset T i . As to one selected subset T i , tourist set the quantity of tourist sights to be visited is m i1 .m i1 is the quantity of tourist sights that tourists wish to visit, in which i 1 represents tourist sight group T 1 , i 2 represents tourist sight group T 2 .
(1) If m i1 ∈ [0, n i ] ∈ Z + , system alarms that setting is successful;
(2) If m i1 / ∈ [0, n i ] ∈ Z + , system alarms that setting is unsuccessful, the value is out of range. Tourists should reset the value.
Step 3: Store the successful setting value m i1 .
Step 4: T total is defined as the quantity of selected tourist sight data subsets to be visited. If T total = 1, stop searching and output m i1 , quit; If T total > 1, return to Step 2, continue searching the next tourist sight data set, output m i2 . Store the successful setting value m i2 . m i2 is the quantity of tourist sights in T 2 that tourists wish to visit.
Step 5: Continue searching to the last tourist sight data set, store the successful setting value m iT (total) . m iT (total) is the total quantity of tourist sight data subsets that tourists select to visit.
Step 6: Confirm the total quantity of selected tourist sight.
(1) If T (total) e=i1 m e ∈ (0, 5] ⊂ Z + ,system alarms that the data setting is successful, store the selected tourist sight data subset and quantity of interest tourist sight;
(2) If T (total) e=i1 m e ∈ (5, +∞) ⊂ Z + , system alarms that the data setting is unsuccessful, quantity of tourist sight should be decreased. Return to Step 2 and continue searching, till the T (total) e=i1 m e ∈ (0, 5] ⊂ Z + , stop searching and output selected tourist sight subset and interest tourist sights. If the input interest tourist sight data subset and quantity of tourist sights to be visited meet the conditions, smart machine will store the information as text format < Type 1 : m 1 , Type 2 : m 2 , . . ., Type c: m c >. Text format is turned to be vector with coded interest tourist sight in sequence. Define the vector of coded interest tourist sight as interest tourist sight basic vector M . The empty vector used to store interest tourist sight is called empty interest tourist sight basic vector M 0 ,as Formula (6) shows. Formula (6) is the visualized representation of empty tourist sight basic vector M 0 and tourist sight basic vector M . In the vector, elements are arranged by the selected tourist sights from the first kind of tourist sight data subset T 1 to the last subset T c .
C. OPTIMAL TOURIST SIGHT EXTRACTING ALGORITHM
As to empty interest tourist sight basic vector M 0 , optimal tourist sight meta data T i is the chief condition to meet tourists' motive benefit satisfaction, for which the optimal tourist sight extracting algorithm is critical. Design extracting algorithm according to tourist sight data subset and first level database. Confirm certain tourist sights as cluster center. Via subordinate function, gather tourist sights in the same subset into clusters and tourist sight clusters around cluster center of temporary center are formed. By setting up clustering objective function, the dispersion between tourist sight meta data and cluster center of the same cluster and different cluster is compared, and optimal tourist sights is confirmed by dispersion and stored into empty interest tourist sight vector in descending order. Based on tourist sight data set and interest tourist sight vector, optimal tourist sight extracting algorithm is set up as follow steps.
Step 1 (Confirm the Domain of Extracting Algorithm): Tourist sight meta data of tourist sight set and subset is set as samples to be clustered, and the T = {T 1 , T 2 , · · ·, T c } set is defined as data domain, in which T i = t i1 , t i2 , · · ·, t in i is sample observation. Each sample observation relates to feature vector t ij , and the feature vector relates to one point of domain space, whose elements p ik , q ik , l, B and a are feature values of j dimension in feature vector.
Step 2 (Partition Domain Subset T i ): Analyze the dispersion among relative feature vectors of n i sample observations in domain subset and divide t i1 , t i2 , . . . , t in i into v i subsets as cluster T i1 , T i2 , . . . , T iv 1 . t in i represents the n i samples of tourist sight data subset T i .Clusters meet the conditions as Formula (7) . Formula (7) is the clustering division objective. Divide tourist sight data subset T i into v i cluster subsets. Each cluster subset meets the following conditions: the union set of all cluster subsets is tourist sight data subset T i . Intersection of arbitrary two cluster subsets is null set, that is, arbitrary element in one cluster subset is different from arbitrary element in another cluster subset. Subset T i at least contains two cluster subsets and each cluster subset is nonempty set, that is, all tourist sights cannot group into only one cluster subset. This division method can confirm that each tourist sight in T i only belongs to one single cluster subset. It traverses all tourist sights and avoid repetitive searching.
1) CONFIRM CLUSTER CENTER Search and confirm v i tourist sight meta data which are relative discrete in time-space domain as cluster centers. Here cluster center searching arc is defined. Def 2-(e) Cluster center searching arc. The angle between two adjacent cluster centers connecting to accommodation clustering center is defined as cluster center searching arc, as Figure1(a) shows. Clustering center is K , and tourist sights t i1 , t i2 , . . . , t in(i) are distributed around accommodation clustering center. Confirm v i tourist sight meta data as cluster centers. Take tourist sights t i1 and t i4 as the first and second cluster center.
Angle δt i1 t i4 between t i1 and t i4 connecting to clustering center K is one cluster center searching arc. Start with the first cluster center t i1 , the steps to search other v i − 1 centers are as follows.
i) Cluster center quantity v i meets v i ∈ (0, n i ] ⊂ Z + , v i n i , and v i < 0.5n i ; In order to avoid the situation that the quantity of cluster subsets exceeds the quantity of non-cluster tourist sights, the quantity of cluster subsets is set less than half of the quantity of this tourist sight data subset. ii) Take clustering center K as circle center to generate ray and t i1 is on the ray. t i1 is the starting cluster center, rotate the ray in clockwise way and search. Connecting line between one tourist sight t ij and K , another connecting line between another tourist sight t ij and K , the included angle of the two connecting lines is δt ij t ij . Divide 2π circle into equational v i part, that is, each unit angle is 2π · v −1 i ,and the starting line is t i1 ray. Then define that angle δt ij t ij is greater than 2π · v −1 i and less than 4π
The absolute value error between the circle division and
Searching steps as follows.
Sub-Step 1 (Confirm the First Cluster Center):
Tourist sight t i1 is defined as the first cluster center,v i = 1. If max v i = 1,stop searching, output cluster center t i1 . If max v i > 1, store cluster center t i1 and continue searching;
Sub-Step 2 (Search the Nest Cluster Center): Search tourist sight closing to arc 2π ·v −1 i in clockwise. When the searching process meets condition iii), the second cluster center is confirmed,v i = v i + 1; If max v i = 2, stop searching, output the second cluster center; If max v i > 2, store cluster center and continue searching.
Sub-Step 3 (Repeat and Continue Searching):
Start with the new confirmed cluster center and search tourist sight close to arc 2π · v −1 i in clockwise with the same method as Sub-step 1∼2. When iteration v i = v i + 1 and meets v i = max v i , stop searching and output all cluster centers. All the final confirmed v i tourist sights are cluster centers of T i1 , T i2 , . . . , T iv 1 .
2) BUILD CLUSTER SUBORDINATE FUNCTION
Based on the confirmed v i tourist sights, gather other n i − v i non-center tourist sights into certain clusters. Build subordinate function µ dj = µT id (t ij ) which can represent the subordination relationship between tourist sight meta data t ij and cluster T id as Formula (8) shows. Define that when one certain tourist sight belongs to cluster T id , its subordinate function value is 1, or else the value is 0. Subordinate function values represent the subordinate degree between non-center tourist sight and the clusters.
Subordinate function µ dj can be used to store hard v i division Subordinate function values of n i − v i non-center tourist sights are arranged to form matrix U = [µ dj ]. Matrix row's elements represent the subordinate degree between n i − v i non-center tourist sights and one certain cluster. Matrix column's elements represent the subordinate degree between one certain non-center interest tourist sight and v i clusters. Tourist sight meta data hard v i division space formed by subordinate function and matrix U shows as Formula (9) . Formula (9) represents that the matrix U is the matrix with v i rows and n i − v i columns, and each value in matrix U is subordinate function value 1 or 0. According to definition of U and cluster subset, one tourist sight only belongs to one single cluster subset. Thus, the sum of arbitrary column's elements is 1 and the maximum sum of arbitrary row's elements is n i − v i . Symbol R is the mathematics symbol of real number.
3) CLUSTER OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO CONFIRM SUBORDINATE RELATIONSHIP
In the while process of hard v i division, the subordinate relationship between one certain non-center interest tourist sight and one certain cluster center is determined and formed by clustering criterion, and here the criterion is Minkowski distance. In clustering center algorithms, space distance is usually used as clustering principle, including first order Minkowski distance, second order Minkowski distance, weighted Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance, cosine distance, etc. First order Minkowski distance is often used in one dimension space clustering. Weighted Euclidean distance adds weighted values for each factor. Mahalanobis distance is the Minkowski distance calculated from covariance matrix. Cosine distance is the similarity confirmed by vector included angle. In this research, all the tourist sights are in two dimension space, whose locations are noted by the coordinate of longitude and latitude. In the whole trip, the generation of motive iteration meta values and motive iteration values are directly related to tourists' moving distance, not the relationship of included angle. Each influence factor, coordinate of longitude and latitude, tourist sight attraction index all have the same impact on motive iteration meta value or motive iteration value, that is, the weighted values are identical, too. Thus, in this research, there is no need to set different weighted values for each factor. In order to lower the algorithm's time complexity and space complexity, matrix calculating is avoided. According to the analysis, second order Minkowski distance is suitable for the research.
Minkowski distance between non-center tourist sight and cluster center is directly determined by feature property infor-
Cluster centers can be seen as typical samples of tourist sight meta data. Feature property of typical sample meets Formula (10) .
In which t ij = {p ik , q ik , l, B, a} ⊂ R represents No. j cluster center's feature property vector. Feature property of p ik and q ik are parameters determined by cluster center and non-center tourist sight. According to definition, in the hard v i division space, the cluster objective function is defined as Formula (11), µ dj ∈ P, T ij ⊂ R.
Parameter σ dj represents the second order Minkowski distance between typical samples of cluster center tourist sights and non-center tourist sights in row i of hard v i division matrix. Clustering criterion is to get the best merge of (U , T ij ) to search the minimum J 1 (U , T ij ) under the condition µ dj ∈ P and T ij ⊂ R, which is equivalent to finding the minimum Minkowski distance between one certain non-center tourist sight and cluster center tourist sight. When the minimum Minkowski distance of non-center tourist sight to cluster center tourist sight is found, the non-center tourist sight is attached to the cluster. Formula (11) is the total sum of products of Minkowski distances from non-cluster center tourist sights to cluster center tourist sights and subordinate function values. In this research, Minkowski distance calculating includes influence factors, two dimension space distance from coordinate of longitude and latitude and the difference values of tourist sights' attraction index, and finally sum of all Minkowski distances are calculated.
In clockwise way, starting with the first cluster center, define the No. j cluster of No. i classification tourist sight is G ij , i ∈ (0, c] ⊂ Z + , and j ∈ (0, max v i ] ⊂ Z + . According to definition, intersection between arbitrary two clusters is empty set, which meets ∀G ij ∩ ∀G i¬j = ∅. Figure1(b) is the three tourist sight clusters formed by searched cluster centers.
Step 3 (Optima Tourist Sight Extracting in Domain T i ): Search Minkowski distance between each tourist sight and cluster center in domain T i . Similarly, search the minimum Minkowski distance σ t(ij)K between tourist sight and accommodation clustering center K .
Distance σ t(ij)K and optimal tourist sights meet Formula (12) . Formula (12) is built on Formula (11) to iterate the minimum sum value of the Minkowski distance from K to tourist sight and Minkowski distance between two tourist sights. This minimum sum value relates to all selected optimal tourist sights.
Search other tourist sights in each cluster via tourist sight with minimum Minkowski distance σ t(ij)K . According to the quantity of searched tourist sight m i in tourist sight data subset
Step 4 (Search Optimal Tourist Sights in all Domain Space): Return to Step 1 and continue searching optimal tourist sights in other data subsets in domain space and generate optimal tourist sight structure tree Tree i of classification T i . Search optimal tourist sights and store them by tourist sight classification order in empty interest tourist sight M 0 and get M . End searching. The searching process is as follows.
Sub-Step 1: Search m 1 optimal tourist sights of tourist sight data subset T 1 . If m 1 = 0, jump to Sub-step 2 and continue searching T 2 ; If m 1 = 0, store m 1 optimal tourist sights into No.1∼m 1 element of empty interest tourist sight vector M 0 .
(1 (4) Continue searching, till the m 1 tourist sight is stored; Sub-Step 2: Search m 2 optimal tourist sights of tourist sight data subset T 2 . If m 2 = 0, jump to Sub-step 3, continue searching T 3 ; If m 2 = 0,store m 2 optimal tourist sights in No.m 1 + 1 to No.m 1 + m 2 element of empty interest tourist sight vector M 0 . The method to search and store is the same as step(1)∼(4) in Sub-step 1.
Sub-Step 3: Continue searching interest tourist sight data subset T 3 ∼ T c . In the same way as Sub-step 1, store tourist sights in M 0 and get M . Define the element code in vector M as M b , b ∈ (0, m) ⊂ Z + ,end searching.
III. OPTIMAL TOUR ROUTE ALGORITHM BASED ON CLUSTERING CENTER
Within one day, tourists will visit the extracted tourist sights in unidirectional way, during which tourists start from the accommodation clustering center and visit the extracted m tourist sights one by one for once, and finally return to starting point [28] - [31] . In the whole process, searching for the optimal tour route with best motive benefits for tourists is the critical aim for the research. Algorithm modeling should consider the following issues. First, the distribution of all tourist sights in a city is completely discrete, and they are connected by urban roads. Thus, there are many routes between the accommodation clustering center and tourist sights and between two sights. Searching for the shortest path in all routes is the chief condition to get the best motive benefits. Second, shortest path can only guarantee the least ferry time, but it isn't the single one condition to get the best motive benefits. In the whole process of tour, tourists' motive benefits are influenced by many factors such as GIS service, traffic service, sight star-rated, etc. They form positive motive benefit factors p ik and negative factors q ik . Third, closedloop tour routes formed by the extracted optimal tourist sights are multiple, the optimal tour route should be found out for tourists. Thus, the method to properly combine motive benefit factors in shortest path is the key technique for algorithm modeling. According to the tour process, it can be seen as a continuous links to iterate motive benefit index. If the total quantity of optimal tourist sight is m, theoretically, the total quantity of feasible tour routes will be A m m . Each tour route can be used but not all of them are optimal, for which, via iterating and sorting, tour route with the highest iteration value is the optimal one for smart machine to recommend for tourists in priority.
Tourists start from clustering center K and visit m tourist sights then return to center K , during which tourists pass through m + 1 intervals, and each interval is composed of several road nodes, in which there must be a shortest path combining with positive and negative motive factors. Thus, searching for the optimal tour route should confirm shortest one-way path and combine with p ik and q ik . Here is the third group of definitions.
Def 3-(a) Tour route motive iteration interval H (K , K ). The inclusive interval formed by the process in which tourists start from accommodation clustering center K and visit m tourist sights then finally return to K . is called tour route motive iteration interval H (K , K ).
Def 3-(b) Tour route motive iteration sub-interval. After visiting one tourist sight M b ,tourists ferry to the next M b+1 , or start from accommodation clustering center
Def 3-(c) Tour route motive iteration value W (K , K ). After the whole tour of H (K , K ), the iteration value generated by shortest path and motive benefit factors is called tour route motive iteration value W (K , K ). Value W (K , K ) is the index to evaluate the motive benefit satisfaction during the whole tour.
Def 3-(d) Tour route motive iteration meta value. In the process of tourists ferrying from tourist sight M b to next M b+1 , or from accommodation clustering center K to M b , the iteration value generated by shortest path and motive benefit factors is called tour route motive iteration meta value
are independent and mutually exclusive, related two motive iteration meta value ∀W (M b , M b+1 ) and
are also independent and mutually exclusive. According to the definition, tour route motive interval H (K , K ) is formed by connecting of respectively independent motive iteration sub-intervals. Thus, value W (K , K ) is iterated by iteration meta values, and each iteration meta value is generated at the moment of motive iteration sub-interval ending. Within each sub-interval, with the movement of tourists from starting point to destination, ferry distance is increasing, while motive iteration meta value is increasing too with the ferry distance. Thus, Motive iteration meta value, motive iteration value and motive benefit factors are relevant in function relationship. Here is the fourth group of definitions. Def 4-(a) Motive sub-interval iteration function W (·). Within arbitrary tour route motive sub-interval, in the process of tourist ferrying from initial tourist sight to the destination tourist sight, iterated motive iteration meta value
is determined by motive benefit factors p ik and q ik . The function which represents the relationship between motive benefit factors and motive iteration meta value is called motive sub-interval iteration function W (·), as Formula (13)(14), value w 0 is the initial value of motive iteration sub-interval. The final output value of motive sub-interval iteration function is motive iteration meta value. Within the same motive sub-interval, the motive sub-interval iteration function is a monotonic increasing function. Formula (13) represents that motive iteration meta value between K and tourist sight or between two tourist sights is calculated by positive influence factors p ik , negative influence factors q ik , two dimension space distance calculated by coordinate of longitude and latitude, difference value of tourist sight attraction indexes based on initial value of each motive sub-interval.
Def 4-(b) Motive interval iteration function W ( ·). In the process of tourists starting from accommodation clustering center, visiting tourist sights, and finally returning to the starting point, motive iteration value is the accumulation of motive iteration meta values, thus, motive interval iteration function is the composite of motive sub-interval iteration function, as Formula (15) . Formula (15) represents the total sum of motive iteration meta values on the interval of K and first visited tourist sight, last visited tourist sight and K and two tourist sights during the trip. Motive sub-interval iteration function is also monotonic increasing function in motive interval.
In order to get the optimal tour route, One-way shortest distance algorithm is set up, and based on the algorithm, motive iteration optimal tour route algorithm is set up. Figure2(a) is the motive iteration interval formed by connected subintervals. Figure2(b) is the relationship of motive sub-interval iteration function W (·) and iteration meta values, and relationship of motive sub-interval, motive interval and motive interval iteration function W ( ·). In Figure 2 , black thick full line represents motive sub-interval, blue curve represents the trend of motive iteration meta value in motive interval. Vertical dotted line is the connecting line of neighborhood motive sub-intervals. As Figure 2 shows, within one motive interval, sub-intervals are independent and connected. Motive iteration meta value is fluctuating in its motive subinterval. Function W (·) and W ( ·) are both monotonically increasing.
A. ONE-WAY SHORTEST DISTANCE ALGORITHM
Positive motive benefit factor p i1 and p i2 are one-way shortest distance, and they are confirmed by deep superposition searching. Here is the definition of feature inflection point set R for motive sub-interval H (M b , M b+1 ).
Def 5-(a) Feature inflection point set R for motive subinterval. Tourists will pass roads. Within two arbitrary motive 
Set dis(λ 1 λ 2 λ 3 ) as the shortest distance ferrying from λ 1 to λ 2 with nodes in set λ 3 = {λ 3 |0 < λ 3 ≤ max λ 3 , λ 3 ∈ Z + }. According to dynamic programming method:
(1) The shortest distance path crosses one node in set λ 3 :
The shortest distance path don't cross one node in set
) According to definition, the procedure to search one-way shortest distance path for motive sub-interval is as follows.
Step 1: Build new Open list and Closed list to store u feature inflection points within the sub-interval of clustering center K and tourist sight M 1 . Open list is used to store points to be extended, and Closed list is used to store extended points.
Step 2: Store u feature inflection points R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R u in Open list.
Step 3: Within buffer, search the closest feature inflection point R 1 to K and store the point in Closed list. Delete the point from Open list; Search the distance dist 1,ω1 from R 1 to further closest point R ω1 .
Step 4: Return to Step 3, within buffer range, search the distance dist 1,ω2 from R 1 to further closest point R ω2 .
(1) If dist 1,ω2 ≥ dis 1,ω1 , store point R ω1 in Closed list and delete it from Open list; (2) If dist 1,ω2 < dis 1,ω1 , store point R ω2 in Closed list and delete it from Open list; jump to Step 5.
Step 5: Search R ω1 further closest point R ω3 and R ω2 further closest point R ω4 and get dist ω1,ω3 and dist ω2,ω4 . Via recursion of dist ω1,ω3 and dist ω2,ω4 , dist 1,ω3 and dist 1,ω4 are obtained.
(1) If dist 1,ω4 ≥ dist 1,ω3 , store point R ω1 and R ω3 in Closed list and delete them from Open list; (2) If dist 1,ω4 < dist 1,ω3 , store point R ω2 and R ω4 in Closed list and delete them from Open list.
Step 6: Return to Step 3, continue searching, till the closest feature inflection point R u to tourist sight M 1 is traversed and output the minimum distance dis 1,ω . Store dis 1,ω as positive motive benefit factor p i1(k1) = dis 1,ω for the sub-interval of clustering center K and tourist sight M 1 .
Step 7: Return to Step 1, continue searching feature inflection points in the sub-interval of tourist sight M 1 and M 2 and output p i1 (12) . Search shortest distances in all other motive sub-interval H (M b , M b+1 ) and output p i1 respectively.
Step 8: Store all p i1 according to the sequence of motive sub-intervals and get positive motive benefit factor vector p i1 = {p i1(k1) , p i1 (12) , p i1 (23) , . . . , p i1(m−1,m) , p i1(mk) }.
Stop searching. Elements in p i1 are unchanged in one sub-interval back and forth. In different tour route, arrangement for elements in p i1 alters with the visiting sequence of tourist sights.
B. OPTIMAL TOUR ROUTE ALGORITHM BASED ON MOTIVE BENEFIT FACTORS
There will be A m m kinds of tour routes for tourists according to selected m tourist sights, and each tour route contains different motive iteration sub-intervals and interval. According to definition 4-(a) and (b), different W (·) values and W ( ·) values will be iterated and finally get different values W (K , K ). The basic data to build optimal tour route algorithm based on motive benefit factors include interest tourist sight vector M , factors p i1 and other positive factors ¬p i1 , negative factors. Take vector M and clustering center as basic points, in the whole process of tour, motive iteration value will continuously increase with the recursion of time and distance and finally the trees structure combining with motive iteration meta data will be built, and each tour route relates to different tree structure. Transition vector Q is built to store motive sub-interval iteration function value W (·) while heap sort vector S is built to output different motive iteration value W (K , K ). Here is the sixth group of definition.
Def 6-(a) Motive interval closed-loop structure. Take accommodation clustering center K as starting and terminal point to form the inclusive tour sequence structure, and the structure is called motive interval closed-loop structure. One integrated closed-loop structure contains m + 1 motive sub-intervals and one motive interval.
Def 6-(b) Transition vector Q of motive sub-interval. In one motive interval closed-loop structure, the vector built to store motive iteration meta data of m + 1 motive sub-intervals relying on tourist sights visiting sequence is called transition vector Q. Vector Q elements are motive iteration meta data, or motive sub-interval iteration function values.
Def 6-(c) Heap sort vector S of motive interval. The vector built which is used to store A m m motive iteration values related to A m m motive interval closed-loop structures formed by m optimal extracted tourist sights is called heap sort vector S. Vector S elements are motive iteration data, or motive interval tree τ iteration function values.
Def 6-(d) Motive interval decision tree. The staggered tree structure of motive interval closed-loop formed by actual tour sequence and route in geographic space is called motive interval decision tree tree τ , τ ∈ (0, A m m ] ⊂ Z + . Each decision tree intuitively displays the tour sequence related to motive interval closed-loop structure in geographic space, it is the visualization of tour route for tourists. According to the sixth group of definition, based on the output heap sort vector S, complete binary tree bubble sort model is set up. The model is used to output optimal decision trees and relative tour routes of all closed-loop structure trees, meanwhile, sub-optimal decision trees and relative tour routes are obtained. When smart machine provides tour routes and guide maps for tourists, it will also recommend the optimal and sub-optimal routes for tourists. Here is the process to build optimal tour route algorithm based on motive benefit factors.
Step 1: Confirm M , p i1 and ¬p i1 according to urban tourist sight data set and tourists' individual interests.
Step 2: Build motive interval closed-loop structure. One closed-loop structure relates to one motive interval iteration value or motive interval iteration function value. Its structure contains accommodation clustering center K , one interest tourist sight vector M and motive sub-interval transition vector Q. According to quantity of interest tourist sight m, confirm A m m kinds of motive interval closed-loop structures.
Step 3: As to all closed-loop structures, iterate and calculate motive sub-interval iteration function value W 1 ( ·) related to the first structure. Store W 1 ( ·) in the first element S 1 of motive interval heap sort vector S and output relative motive interval decision tree tree 1 . Set iterating time as σ , σ ∈ (0, A m m ] ⊂ Z + , initial value σ 0 = 0, counting method is σ i = σ i−1 +1, which is used to calculate the time of searching and iterating of closed-loop.
Sub-Step 1: Set initial value w 0 for motive sub-interval iteration function W (·).
Sub-Step 2: Set iterating time as ε, ε ∈ (0, m + 1] ⊂ Z + , initial value ε 0 = 0, counting method is ε i = ε i−1 + 1,which is used to calculate the time of iterating in sub-interval. Calculate and store motive iteration meta value.
(1) Initial iteration. Calculate the motive sub-interval iteration function value W (·) of the first motive sub-interval H (K , M 1 ); Tourists start from accommodation clustering center and ferry to the first tourist sight, the moving distance is increasing with travelling time, during which p i1(k1) will increase from 0 to max p i1(k1) . Thus, motive sub-interval iteration function W (·) will increase from 0 to max W (·), and finally output iteration function maximum value, motive iteration meta value W (K , M 1 ). ε 1 = ε 0 + 1. Step 4: Return to Step 3, continue searching and iterating.
(1) If A m m = 1, stop searching, output S; (2) If A m m > 1, continue searching the second closed-loop and output W 2 ( ·), store value W 2 ( ·) in the second element S 2 of motive interval heap sort vector S. Output motive iteration decision tree tree 2 of the related closed-loop. σ 2 = σ 1 + 1.
Step 5: Take the same procedure as Step 3 to Step 4, continue searching and iterating. After each iterating, judge A m m value and jump to certain step. Each iterating the counting time meets σ i = σ i−1 + 1. Step 6: Build complete binary tree of motive iteration values and output descending heap and tree.
Generate one kind of complete binary tree with h levels which contains A m m nodes,h ∈ (0, max h] ⊂ Z + , as Figure 4 (a) shows. From left to right, from top to bottom, take elements of motive interval heap sort vector S to form complete binary tree with h levels, and confirm each element's initial location, as Figure4(b) shows. Each element location is noted as C αβ , in which α is the complete binary tree's level code number for one element,β is the serial number of the element in level α.
According to the definition of complete binary tree and each element value's location in the tree, α and β meet condition α ∈ (0, h] ⊂ Z + and β ∈ (0, 2 α−1 ] ⊂ Z + . According to the definition of heap sort, vector S can be seen as disorder heap, relative formed complete binary tree is disorder tree. Arrange elements in descending order and form descending order sort and tree.
Sub-Step 1: Heap sort arrange in longitudinal mode and longitudinal heap is formed. Sort different parent nodes in different levels of the complete binary tree and form longitudinal descending order heap.
Compare child node element C αβ in level α and child node element C α−1,β in level α−1 and child node element C α+1,β in level α + 1. As to complete binary tree, the jump command of step (2) usually act on the last child node.
(1) Search parent node C α1 and its child nodes. i) If C α1 < C α+1,1 , descend element C α1 to C α+1,1 ,and ascend element C α+1,1 to C α1 . If C α1 only contains single node, jump to step (2), if not single node, jump to step iii); ii) If C α1 ≥ C α+1,1 , maintain their locations. If C α1 only contains single node, jump to step (2), if not single node, jump to step iii); iii) If C α1 < C α+1,2 , descend element C α1 to C α+1,2 , ascend C α+1,2 to C α1 ; iv) If C α1 ≥ C α+1,2 , maintain their locations.
(2) Return to Step (1), search the next node C α2 ;
(3) Continue till the last child node C h,max β of level α is traversed, complete this level's searching; (4) Continue searching parent node and child nodes of other levels ¬α,and traverse level 1 ∼ h, finally the longitudinal heap sort with ∀C αβ value higher than child node C α−1,β its next level is formed, complete searching. Sub-Step 2: Heap sort in horizontal mode and horizontal heap is formed. Sort nodes in the same level of the complete binary tree and form horizontal descending order heap.
(1) Search node C α1 and follow-up node C α2 in the same level;
i) If element C α1 < C α2 , descend element C α1 to C α2 , ascend element C α2 to C α1 , jump to step (2); ii) If element C α1 ≥ C α2 , maintain their locations, jump to step (2); (2) Search node C α1 , C α2 ,and follow-up node C α3 . Sub-Step 4: Output motive interval heap sort vector S with descending order elements and complete binary tree with descending order horizontal nodes.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND EXAMPLE
Research range is one tourism city's main urban zone, not including subordinate counties and towns. Experiment objects are typical tourist sights in the urban zone. Positive and negative motive benefit factors, tourist sight data, are all obtained from GIS service data, traffic service data and tourist sight website. The basic requirements for extracting tourist sights are as follows [32] , [33] . First, tourist sight variety should be multiple and can meet different tourists' interests and needs. Second, tourist sights should be typical and representative. Third, location of tourist sights should be discrete, meanwhile they are connected by urban roads. They are discrete in geographic space with independent coordinates, but they are also connected by urban roads and public traffic transportation, by which tourists can ferry between any two sights. According to the requirements, Zhengzhou city's downtown zone is selected as the research range, representative downtown tourist sights are research objects. Research objects' basic data is extracted, including tourist sight data set and subsets, road nodes set, motive benefit factors and tourist sight data, and confirm tourist sight two level storage databases. Confirm optimal interest tourist sights, interest tourist sight vector and optimal tourist sight structure tree. Based on the confirmed data, one-way shortest distance and optimal tour route are confirmed, including motive interval closed-loop structure and decision tree, and finally output motive interval descending heap sort vector. This vector is the key to recommend tour routes for tourists according to their interests and needs.
A. RESEARCH RANGE AND DATA SAMPLING
In Zhengzhou downtown area, 27 tourist sights are selected as experiment objects. According to features, group the West district park}. Research range and objects' distribution are shown in Figure 5 . Green dots represent T 1 , yellow dots represent T 2 , red dots represent T 3 , and blue dots represent T 4 . Table 1 shows each tourist sight's longitude and latitude data searched from the website ''GPSspg'' as well as attraction index data crawled in the mainstream tourism website ''FengWo'' via web crawl technology. Meanwhile, the following basic data is searched from Baidu map and GIS database of Zhengzhou city. The basic data is used to generate influence factors p ik and q ik . Road traffic jam index, average waiting time for motor vehicle and average quantity of traffic jam road are crawled in Traffic information website of Zhengzhou city.In the aspect of geographic distribution, all sample tourist sights meet the experiment requirements. 
1) EXPERIMENT a: OPTIMAL TOURIST SIGHT SEARCHING AND GENERATION OF TOURIST SIGHT STRUCTURE TREE
Suppose two tourists are not familiar with Zhengzhou city and tourist sights. The first tourist want to visit three tourist sights and the second tourist want to visit four tourist sights within one day. According to the optimal interest tourist sight extracting algorithm, the second level of storage database l, B , a] and tourist sight data subset geographic distribution, tourist sight clusters are generated and each subset's optimal tourist sights is searched. All the optimal tourist sights are gathered to form optimal tourist sight structure tree and store related tourist sights in empty interest tourist sight vector M 0 in accordance with classification to form M . In Figure 6 , K 1 and K 2 are clustering centers of two tourists, longitude and latitude of K 1 is (113.675,34.750), longitude and latitude of K 2 is (113.665, 34.788), and a K 1 = a K 2 = 0. Table 2 is the quantity of tourist sights to be visited for each tourist sight classification and optimal interest tourist sights confirmed by the built extracting algorithm under the condition of located clustering centers. When the location of clustering center change, optimal tourist sights will also change with the location. Thus, under the condition of different accommodations, extracted optimal tourist sights are also different. Figure 6 (a) to (d) are tourist sight clusters which are formed by clustering center K 1 and K 2 . Tourist sights with yellow circle are cluster centers formed by cluster center searching algorithm.
According to extracted interest tourist sights, interest tourist sight vector for the first tourist is M 1 = {t 13 , t 23 , t 24 }, and for the second tourist is M 2 = {t 23 , t 26 , t 36 , t 37 }. Figure 7 (a) and (b) are optimal tourist sight structure tree Tree 1 and Tree 2 formed by optimal interest tourist sights and vector for the first and second tourist respectively.
b: CONFIRMATION OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE MOTIVE BENEFIT INFLUENCE FACTORS p ik AND q ik
According to the designed one-way shortest distance algorithm, positive motive benefit factors p 1 i1 and p 2 i1 for the interval of clustering center and tourist sight, or two tourist sights, are output. Clustering centers K 1 and K 2 as well as optimal interest tourist sights are key nodes used to form motive sub-intervals and motive interval of each tour route. As to arbitrary motive interval, within each sub-interval, motive sub-interval iteration function value W (·) increase with motive benefit factors and its maximum value is motive iteration meta value. As all motive sub-intervals connect with each other to form motive interval, motive interval iteration function value W ( ·) will increase with distance. Thus, waveform function curve will appear with peak and valley in the whole motive interval. Arbitrary motive interval relates to unique motive interval closed-loop structure and unique motive iteration tree. Of all motive intervals, there's only one closed-loop structure and motive iteration tree relate to optimal tour route. According to Zhengzhou city's GIS service data, traffic service data and tourist sight data, second level storage database t ij is obtained, including positive and negative motive benefit factors p ik and q ik , longitude l and latitude B and attraction index a. Of all the intelligent algorithms, ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm have relative excellent performance. Thus, in this research, ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm are used as contrast algorithms to compare with the one-way shortest distance algorithm in this research. In the experiment, the difference between the two contrast algorithms and one-way shortest distance algorithm is on the method to iterate shortest distance, while road nodes used in each algorithm are identical. Table 3 shows the output factors p 1 and q 1 in each motive sub-interval of ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm for two sample tourists. Table 4 shows other factors extracted from GIS database of Zhengzhou city.
c: GENERATION OF OPTIMAL TOUR ROUTE
Influence factors p ik and q ik , longitude and latitude data, tourist sight attraction index generated by ant colony, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm are used in the experiment. The three algorithms are also used to iterate motive iteration meta values and motive iteration values. Set initial iteration value of motive sub-interval w 0 = 1. According to optimal tour route algorithm, Formula (13) and (14) motive sub-interval iteration function W (·), Formula (15) motive interval iteration function W ( ·) and Table 1 , 2, 3 and 5 data, motive sub-interval iteration value and data trend of two tourists' tour routes are obtained. Motive iteration meta values and motive iteration values are shown in Table 5 . Closed-loop content arranges clustering center and tourist sights as K 1 → t 13 → t 23 → t 24 → K 1 , short for t 13 t 23 t 24 . Code 1 , 2 and 3 represent the output results of ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and oneway shortest distance algorithm.
In Figure 8 , blue curves represent the trend of motive iteration meta values W (·) in each motive interval. Brown curves are the trend of each motive interval iteration function W ( ·). Of the two sorts of curves, code ň, and ő represent the output results of ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm. Figure 9 histogram shows the difference values of motive iteration meta values and motive iteration values generated by the three algorithms, in which a, b and c represent difference values of motive Figure 10 shows the descending order complete binary trees generated by each closed-loop structure of the three algorithm for two sample tourists. According to the output results, Figure 11 shows optimal closed-loop structures, motive decision trees and tour route maps generated by descending order complete trees of the three algorithms for two sample tourists. In each Figure, (a) and (b) represent tourist 1 and tourist 2 or K 1 and K 2 respectively.
2) EXPERIMENT DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION a: EXPERIMENT BASIC DATA ANALYSIS
As to the research area and range of Zhengzhou city, in Figure 5 , it is composed of one closed-loop road, eight eastwest avenues and ten north-south avenues. Tourist sights all located around these avenues within research range, and this is the necessity for setting up one-way shortest distance algorithm, ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm, while indirectly determines the generation of factor vector p i1 . All avenues in the research range are the basic geographic data source to form other factors. The basic data of the research are crawled and extracted from mainstream tourism website ''FengWo'', Baidu map and GIS database of Zhengzhou city.
All the data are objective, practical and genuine. The optimal tour routes planned by the experiment in the research meet tourists' motive benefits and can be adopted for tour schedule directly.
Tourist sights of the sample experiment are typical and representative 27 tourist sights, covering all classifications and sufficient data. Table 1 and Figure 5 show that tourist sights distribution is discrete in geographic space, and act on each other by motive benefit factors, influence the data trend of motive sub-interval iteration function and motive interval iteration function in the tour route, and finally determine motive iteration value of tour route. Source data of research range, avenue structure, tourist sight quantity, tourist sight basic data, motive benefit factors are sufficient, they provide all necessary data for the process of algorithm modeling and experiment.
b: ACCOMMODATION CLUSTERING CENTER K AND TOURIST SIGHT CLUSTER G ij
From Figure 6 , clustering centers K 1 and K 2 discrete in geographic space. According to cluster center searching algorithm, experiment starts from K 1 and K 2 to search tourist sight cluster centers as follows. The first tourist sight data subset: t 14 and t 18 ; The second tourist sight data subset: t 23 , t 24 and t 25 ; The third tourist sight data subset: t 31 , t 32 and t 36 ;
The fourth tourist sight data subset: t 42 and t 43 . By invoking subordinate function and objective function, neighbourhood relationship between non-cluster center tourist sights and cluster center tourist sights is confirmed. The classification of clusters on tourist sight data subsets. In Figure 6 , maximum quantity of cluster centers is 3. The intersection of arbitrary two clusters is empty set. Each cluster contains following tourist sights: Since the confirmed cluster centers are discrete in geographic space, their relative locations to non-cluster center tourist sights are discrepant. Thus the shapes of tourist sight clusters are also different with each other. Cluster with different shape and distribution is the initial classification for tourist sights' relative location to cluster center in one tourist sight data subset, it is the basis for smart machine to extract optimal tourist sights.
c: OPTIMAL TOURIST SIGHT STRUCTURE TREE Tree 1 AND Tree 2
According to individual interests and needs of sample tourist 1 and tourist 2, smart machine generate interest tourist sight vector via optimal tourist sight extracting algorithm and form optimal tourist sight structure tree. Optimal tourist sight structure tree represents the branch and extended structure from the parent node to subordinate child nodes. Starting from the minimum value of objective function, smart machine searches objective function value in ascending order and generates structure tree in the searching sequence. From Figure 7 , when clustering centers and tourists' interests and needs are different, interest tourist sight vector elements and objective function values will be different. Thus the shape and branch trend for optimal tourist sight structure tree Tree 1 and Tree 2 are also different. The specific branch trend for each tree is not the actual ferry path for tourist's tour route, but it is the visualization for objective function values and searching trend for optimal tourist sights. The visualization result will display for tourists to make final decision.
d: MOTIVE BENEFIT FACTORS p ik AND q ik
Motive sub-intervals formed output different motive benefit factors p ik and q ik . Each factor is generated by urban GIS service data and traffic service data. The values of p 1 , p 2 , q 1 and q 2 generated by the three algorithms are different. Table 3 and 4 shows the impact of each factor on tourists' motive benefits, here is the conclusion.
As to the different factors generated by the three algorithm. For ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm, Tourist 1: maximum p 1 (or p 2 ) appears in sub-interval K 1 , t 24 (t 24 , K 1 ), they are 0.901, 0.866 and 0.923 respectively, while maximum q 1 (or q 2 ) appears in sub-interval t 13 , t 24 (t 24 , t 13 ), they are −0.060, −0.050 and −0.050 respectively. Tourist 2: maximum p 1 (or p 2 ) appears in sub-interval t 23 , t 36 (t 36 , t 23 ), they are 0.702, 0.709 and 0.714 respectively, while maximum q 1 (or q 2 ) appears in sub-interval K 2 , t 36 (t 36 , K 2 ), they are −0.040, −0.040 and −0.030 respectively. The greater the values of p 1 (or p 2 ) and q 1 (or q 2 ), the less negative impact of ferry distance on tourists will be.
As to the same factors generated by the three algorithm. For ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm, Maximum p 3 0.500 for tourist 1 and tourist 2 appear in several sub-intervals. Tourist 1: the maximum q 3 -0.010 appears in sub-intervals t 13 , t 24 (t 24 , t 13 ) and t 23 , t 24 (t 24 , t 23 ). Tourist 2: the maximum q 3 -0.008 appears in sub-interval t 23 , t 36 (t 36 , t 23 ). The higher the values p 3 and q 3 are, the smaller negative impact of public transportation service factor on tourists will be.
Tourist 1: the maximum value p 4 0.112 appears in subinterval t 13 , t 24 (t 24 , t 13 ), maximum value q 4 -0.002 appears in several sub-intervals.
Tourist 2: the maximum p 4 0.111 appears in several sub-intervals, maximum q 4 -0.001 appears in several subintervals. The higher the values p 4 and q 4 are, the smaller negative impact of taxi service factor on tourists will be.
Tourist 1: the maximum value p 5 0.589 appears in subinterval t 13 , t 23 (t 23 , t 13 ), maximum q 5 -0.010 appears in several sub-intervals. Tourist 2: maximum p 5 0.825 appears in sub-interval t 23 , t 36 (t 36 , t 23 ), maximum q 5 -0.010 appears in several sub-intervals. The higher the values p 5 and q 5 are, the smaller negative impact of traffic jam index factor on tourists will be.
e: ANALYSIS OF THE MOTIVE ITERATION META VALUE, MOTIVE ITERATION VALUE, MOTIVE SUB-INTERVAL ITERATION FUNCTION AND MOTIVE INTERVAL ITERATION FUNCTION
According to the Table 5 data, the quantity of tour route which meet the first tourist's interests and needs is 6, relating to 6 closed-loop structures and 6 motive interval decision tree. Therefore, the generated descending order complete binary tree contains one parent node and five follow-up child FIGURE 11. Optimal closed-loop structure, motive decision trees and tour route maps generated by descending order complete trees of the three algorithm.
nodes. the quantity of tour route which meet the second tourist's interests and needs is 24, relating to 24 closed-loop structures and 24 motive interval decision tree. Thus, the generated descending order complete binary tree contains one parent node and 23 follow-up child nodes. Each tour route contains unique one closed-loop structure, motive interval decision tree and motive iteration value. For the first tourist, arbitrary one tour route contains four motive sub-intervals, while for the second tourist, arbitrary one tour route contains five motive sub-intervals. Each motive sub-interval relates to unique motive iteration meta value, which is the maximum value of motive sub-interval iteration function. The monotone increasing function value increases with tourist' ferry distance, and iteration process starts from the initial tourist sight or clustering center, finally stops at the terminal tourist sight or clustering center.
From Figure 8 , under the condition of ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm, the function blue curve of arbitrary motive interval is fluctuating with the ferry distance increasing, since the motive iteration meta value will increase with tourist's ferry distance. There is a maximum motive iteration meta value and a minimum motive iteration meta value in the same motive interval. Of the three algorithms, for tourist 1, the maximum meta values are 2.309, 2.264 and 2.331 respectively, while the minimum meta values are 1.345, 1.329 and 1.358 respectively. For tourist 2, the maximum meta values are 2.526, 2.539 and 2.556 respectively, while the minimum meta values are 1.260, 1.245 and 1.246 respectively. Under the condition of the three algorithms, as one-way shortest distances of each motive sub-interval are different, the horizontal spacing of motive iteration meta value dots are also different. The differences in motive iteration meta value and horizontal spacing are resulted from different impacts of motive benefit factors on sub-intervals, which indirectly influence motive iteration value, descending order complete binary tree and optimal tour route. Motive interval iteration function value increases with tourist's ferry distance, whose brown curve is in the trend of increasing. Thus the function is also a monotonic increasing function. Motive interval iteration function value is the accumulation of all motive iteration meta values, acting on the whole tour route. The function value dot location of motive interval iteration is the same as motive iteration meta value dot, and it is the output result of the same motive subinterval. There is a maximum motive iteration value in the same motive interval, for tourist 1, the maximum values are 6.779, 6.725 and 6.855 respectively, for tourist 2, the maximum values are 9.042, 9.067 and 9.145 respectively, which relate to the optimal tour routes.
Compare the difference values on motive iteration meta values and motive iteration values of the three algorithm, the histogram a, b and c represent that the motive iteration meta values exist positive and negative difference values for one-way shortest distance algorithm to ant colony algorithm, one-way shortest distance algorithm to genetic algorithm and genetic algorithm to ant colony algorithm. Positive value represents the tour route between two tourist sights planned by the former algorithm is better, while negative value represents the latter is better, that is, there exists sub-interval difference, and it is determined by the shortest distances calculated by the three algorithms and influence factors. The histogram a, b and c represent that the motive iteration function values exist positive and negative difference values for one-way shortest distance algorithm to ant colony algorithm, one-way shortest distance algorithm to genetic algorithm and genetic algorithm to ant colony algorithm. Positive value represents the tour route between K and current visited tourist sight planned by the former algorithm is better, while negative value represents the latter is better, there exists difference on iteration process. Though three algorithms all have advantages and disadvantages in sub-interval iteration and the whole iteration process, from the final iteration value, one-way shortest distance algorithm output the highest function value, thus, in all, the algorithm brought forward in the research has better performance than ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm.
f: THE ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT TOUR ROUTE RESULTS
From Figure 10 , descending order complete binary tree stores motive iteration values output by tour routes which meet two tourists' interests and needs. Values are stored in the tree and increase from bottom to top in different levels while decrease from left to right in the same level. The parent node of the whole tree relates to optimal tour route. If there is any child node's value equals to parent node, the child node's tour route is also the optimal one. Parent node's subordinate child nodes relate to sub-optimal tour routes. Experiment testifies that, maximum motive iteration function values of ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and one-way shortest distance algorithm are different, but the corresponding optimal motive interval closed-loop structures and optimal tour routes are identical. One-way shortest distance algorithm applies road node iteration method to search shortest distance, of local searching results in some sub-intervals, ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm have better performance than one-way shortest distance algorithm, but from the aspect of the whole trip, one-way shortest distance algorithm is the best. Analyze the output results, of all tour routes that meet the first tourist's interests and needs, tour routes related to parent node and same value child node are K 1 t 23 t 13 t 24 K 1 and K 1 t 24 t 13 t 23 K 1 , they are optimal tour routes and relate to decision trees tree 3 1 and tree 5 1 ; of all tour routes that meet the second tourist's interests and needs, tour routes related to parent node and same value child node are K 2 t 26 t 37 t 23 t 36 K 2 and K 2 t 36 t 23 t 37 t 26 K 2 , they are optimal tour routes and relate to decision trees tree 11 2 and tree 14 2 . Of all optimal tour routes output by the three algorithms, for tourist 1, motive iteration value of one-way shortest distance algorithm is the highest, the next is ant colony algorithm, the lowest value is genetic algorithm, for tourist 2, motive iteration value of one-way shortest distance algorithm is the highest, the next is genetic algorithm, the lowest value is ant colony algorithm. Tourists start from accommodation clustering center, visit all interest tourist sights, and finally return to the starting point, can get the best motive benefit satisfaction. Figure 11 shows the closed-loop structures and tour route guide maps related to tourists' interests and needs under the three algorithms. Under the condition of same closed-loop structure and decision tree, tour guide maps generated from the three algorithms contain different ferry routes. For tourist 1, tour route planned by one-way shortest distance algorithm is the shortest and has the highest motive iteration value, the next is ant colony algorithm, the last is genetic algorithm. For tourist 2, one-way shortest distance algorithm is the best, the next is genetic algorithm, the last is ant colony algorithm. Experiment data illustrates that the robustness of one-way shortest distance algorithm is better than ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm, in the process of iterating to output optimal tour route, it has better stability. As to each tourist, the starting points for each closed-loop are identical, whose connecting structure is composed of different tourist sights. Closed-loop structure is abstract representation for tour route which is used to store iterated transition data. The output motive interval decision trees of closed-loop structures are the thumbnail maps for actual tour routes and tourist sights. Based on the thumbnail maps, smart machine can provide tourists with two-dimension city guide map based on urban roads, remote sensing guide map, three-dimension simulation map or virtual reality map. Considering tourists' independent choice, smart machine will also provide several sub-optimal tour routes along with the optimal one for tourists. It is a user-friendly method to design the algorithm.
The output optimal tourist sights and guide maps with optimal tour routes provide tourists with practical decision support when they make trip schedule before arriving in Zhengzhou city. When they provide basic needs and interests, smart machine will automatically extract optimal tourist sights for them according to the temporary accommodation location, and then plan optimal tour routes for them to choose. In the mean time, the extracted tourist sights, optimal tour route, sub-optimal route routes, ferry transportation methods between two tourist sights in the route, traffic jam index and real-time road condition, visual guide maps with the selected tour route and so on will be simultaneously provided for tourists as decision support. Tourists can refer to the information and make final decision by themselves. The algorithm set up in the research can be programmed and inserted in many mediums such as PC software, tourism website or mobile APP system, and provide tourists with diverse and convenient applications. The algorithm has the feature of expandability and portability, and it can be used for any tourism city or development on more comprehensive system with multiple tourism cities.
g: ADVANTAGES OF THE ALGORITHM
Compared with other traditional algorithms, algorithm set up in the study have some advantages. First, the aim of the algorithm is to provide specific tour routes, which meet every tourist' interests and needs while get the best motive benefits as much as possible. Second, traditional tour route plan algorithm mainly aims to realize actual shortest path and distance, neglecting other factors which also influence tourists' motive benefits in the whole trip, not considering the actual situation tourists may encounter during the trip. This algorithm combines the factors which influence tourists' motive benefits, it iterates and searches motive iteration meta values according to the sequence of tourists' visiting each tourist sight, which conforms to tourists' actual travelling process. Third, the algorithm set tourists' accommodation as clustering center, and groups tourist sights into classification and clusters. Via accommodation clustering center, automatically searching optimal tourist sights conforming to tourists' interests and needs within reasonable neighbourhood radius is the key thought and method of the algorithm. When accommodation changes, searched and obtained tourist sights will change, too. This searching mode can ensure that the whole trip not only meets tourists' benefit satisfaction, saves social resources, decreases whole cost, but also helps tourists complete the trip in accommodation's nearby area, avoiding fatigue and tiredness. Fourth, optimal tourist sight structure trees, closed-loop structures, optimal tour routes and suboptimal tour routes, are all the vital visualization items which will display for tourists, not only providing tourist sights, tour routes and guide maps, but also considering tourists' independent choice. From this aspect, the algorithm is a user-friendly designing and developing mode. Compared with ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm, three algorithm have advantages and disadvantages on sub-interval iteration. But on the aspect of the whole trip, one-way shortest distance algorithm has better performance and output the highest motive iteration value. It has better robustness and stability.
h: COMPARE WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES
The thought and method in the research are different from other techniques brought forward by researchers. Compare with [20] , it brings forward a tourism destination searching algorithm based on cloud computing, whose core thought and method is cloud computing. Geographic spatial information data is used to build tourist sight searching model, which contains data mining thought. But it doesn't consider tourists' temporary accommodations. Algorithm in this research uses clustering algorithm as core thought to build tourist sight searching model, and considers tourists' temporary accommodations. The tourist sights searched are all optimal ones within nearest neighborhood. Compare with [34] , it uses GPS trace of tourists to design road network, whose route planning method relies on GPS data. Algorithm in this research doesn't consider tourism big data mining, it mainly considers individualized needs and interests, and it provides the tour route planning method based on city GIS data, traffic information data and tourist sight information data. The GPS data acquisition comes from extracting plentiful practical location data or mining existing data from website, and its workload is great. This could be the further research direction for the work. Compare with [35] , it uses adaptive sweep-circle spatial clustering algorithm for clustering. Differently, algorithm in this research uses improved K-means genetic clustering method. Similarly, algorithm in this research also has the ability of self-adaption. When tourist temporary accommodation's location change, algorithm can search new location of accommodation and choose new optimal tourist sights as well as plan new tour routes for tourists. Compare with [36] , it uses GIS and network technology to analyze and recognize the distribution of tourist sights. Through learning and knowledge discovery, it tries to discover the advantage and disadvantage of tourist sight structure within certain range, and it also considers how to optimize tourist sight distribution and get best motive benefits for tourists indirectly. Algorithm in this research uses GIS data and other data as fusion factors to plan tour route, but not auxiliary data. The output results are real world practical tour routes that can be directly used by tourists when they take the trip.
V. CONCLUSION
Aim at the research background of current tour route planning, traditional tour route planning method and algorithms are brought forward by former researchers, existing problems are analyzed in the research, and smart tour route planning algorithm based on clustering center motive iteration search is brought forward to solve the problems.
A. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS AND RESULTS
Firstly, this algorithm is the core for smart machine to calculate and plan tour route. Tourists only provide basic information and can get optimal tour routes provided by smart machine. The process of tour route planning avoids tourists' subjective judgement and objective misleading information, and the routes planned are practical, objective, genuine, which can meet tourists' motive benefits. Secondly, as to the problem of tourist sight quantity to be visited and geographic distribution goes beyond the scope of time and expense, this algorithm considers tourists' schedule plan and vigour, it extracts tourist sights within one day and ensure that each tourist can have a sufficient tour in each single tourist sight, and finally get best motive benefits. Thirdly, as to the problem that tour route provided by travel agency may contains certain tourist sight some tourist may not be interested in or even reject, algorithm directly avoids these kind of tourist sights to prevent them from bringing negative effect to the whole trip. Meanwhile, searching range of optimal tourist sights contains all typical tourists sights in one city, which is diverse and comprehensive. Fourthly, Algorithm is not the mechanical connecting of all tourist sights, but sufficiently considers tourists' interests and needs, actual schedule plan, time and vigour based on optimal generation tree. It combines positive and negative motive benefit factors which influence the whole trip and output all feasible tour routes, then store them in descending order complete binary tree. Fifthly, By recognizing the sorting iteration values in the descending order complete binary tree, smart machine outputs optimal closed-loop structures and tour routes for tourists, and provides several sub-optimal closed-loop structures and tour routes, which is a user-friendly design mode. Meanwhile, the algorithm considers the feature of intelligence, though which, tourists only need to input wished tourist sight classification and quantity to be visited, the optimal and sub-optimal tour routes will be provided for tourists automatically. Thus, the algorithm brought forward in the study can be used as embedded program algorithm in tour route automatic planning system.
B. ACADEMIC IMPLICATIONS
The first one, the application range of the algorithm. This algorithm is designed for urban tourist sights within one city's downtown area, not including tourist sights around city outskirts or within subordinate counties, and it is suitable for tourists who tends to spend short period in one city. The whole algorithm process and selected motive benefit factors include the GIS service data, traffic service data and tourist sight basic information data. Tourists can get access to any tourist sight by walking, cycling, taking public transportation or taking taxi, which is accessible to tourists' accommodations. While outskirts or subordinate counties' tourist sights are out of the range of urban transportation, thus they are not suitable for the research. The second one, this algorithm has excellent portability and generalization performance. Experiment takes Zhengzhou city as example. It studies and testifies the algorithm, analyze the sample table values and visualized curve graphs for output data, and finally output the descending order complete binary tree, closed-loop structures and tour routes which meet tourists' interests and needs. Experiment verifies that the algorithm has advantages and feasibility on city tour route planning, meanwhile, it also verifies that the algorithm is suitable for any tourism city with abundant tourist sight resource, which has the ability of strong portability. It can be used to develop certain city's tour route decision support system, or comprehensive decision support system for multiple tourism cities' tour route decision support system. The third one, the design thought of the algorithm is novel, which can be easily used for developing. In the paper, algorithm method and procedure are integrated and specific, developers can design program and develop system rapidly.
C. LIMITATION OF THE PAPER AND FUTURE WORK
When confirming the optimal tourist sights, this research mainly aims at individualized needs and interests of tourists, but it doesn't consider tourism big data mining. Applying tourism big data mining to get tourists' interests can make the developed system more intelligent and automatic. The research range of this work is the downtown area, not including tourist sights in the outskirts. According to the limitations, in the future work, further research on the following issues will be considered and carried out. Firstly, considering tourists' interests and needs, big data mining experiment could be carried out. On the aspect of big classification and cluster on tourists and tourist sight features, more work could be carried out to find thorough mapping relationship between tourists' interests and tourist sight features and functions. The mapping relationship model will be the key technology for smart machine to provide specific interest tourist sights for a certain tourist or tourist group. It is also the critical way to realize intelligence and high efficiency. Secondly, more work could be carried out on expanding research range and time schedule, and absorbing outskirts and subordinate counties' tourist sights which are connected by cross-city transportation to meet individual interests and needs within much wider tour time and space. In all, tour route plan should develop to the direction of intelligence and individualization. Algorithm designed and developed should continue working for increasing tourists' motive benefit satisfaction and confirms to the tendency of smart tourism and tourism GIS development.
